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SUSY EWB Overview 

-Microphysical mechanism for generation of  the asymmetry must satisfy  
the “Sakharov conditions”: 

-SM provides a teaser for baryogenesis at the electroweak scale but…  

1.  B-violation 
2.  C-, CP-violation 
3.  “Arrow of time” 
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Bernreuther 

not enough CPV and no first 
order electroweak phase 
transition  



SUSY EWB Overview 

-Supersymmetry can provide new sources of  CP-violation and a first order 
EWPT 

-E.g. MSSM has 40 new CP-violating phases  
(SUSY-breaking masses, couplings, etc)  

Sources of  CP-violation? 

Mechanism for strongly 1st order EWPT?  
Bernreuther 

First order  Second order 
            Increasing          mh

               Additional scalars  

�φ�
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SUSY EWB Overview 

First order  Second order 
            Increasing          mh

               Additional scalars  

�φ�

Mechanism for strongly 1st order EWPT?  
Bernreuther 

Sources of  CP-violation? 

This talk 

-Supersymmetry can provide new sources of  CP-violation and a first order 
EWPT 

-E.g. MSSM has 40 new CP-violating phases  
(SUSY-breaking masses, couplings, etc)  

-Constraints on CP-sources from intensity, energy, and cosmic frontier 
Jonathan Kozaczuk                            4                    Snowmass, 8/2/2013 

(See e.g. 1206.2942 for a review) 



Observational Constraints  

Intensity frontier: 
-Electric Dipole Moments sensitive to CP-violation 

-EDM can be induced at one-loop and beyond.  With heavy sfermions, two-loop contributions 
can still be sizable 

Energy frontier: 
-Collider searches constrain new SUSY degrees of  freedom which must be light ( O (100 GeV) ) 
to avoid thermal suppression near the EWPT 

-Predictions for mass and properties of  observed 126 GeV Higgs affected by new particles 

Cosmic Frontier: 
-Light gauginos for CPV sources have implications for dark matter 

L(C)EDM = − i

2
dEf F

µν f̄σµνγ5f − i

2
dCq G

aµν q̄σµνγ5T
aq

P-odd, T-odd (CP-odd) 

L = −dEf
i

2
ψ̄σµνγ5ψFµνH = −µ

B
f B · S

S
− d

E
f E · S

S

(Chromo-EDM) 
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Sensitive to the same CPV phase and 
interactions relevant for EWB  

Also depend on details of  spectrum beyond 
EWB requirements 

Depends on source 
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What do these constraints imply for MSSM EWB and what can 
we hope to learn? 

Observational Constraints  
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What do these constraints imply for MSSM EWB and what can 
we hope to learn? 

Consider both Higgsino-gaugino and scalar sources 

Observational Constraints  
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-Higgsino-gaugino sources: Relative CP-violating phase in M1,2 and µ 

- CPV sources arise from higgsino-gaugino interactions with Higgs vevs: 

The RHS of the above equation contains both CP-conserving and CP-violating contributions. For

the case of Dirac fermions, the sources are given by

Si(x) =

�
d3z

�
x0

−∞
dz0

�
Σ>

(x, z)G<
(z, x)−G>

(x, z)Σ<
(z, x)

+G<
(x, z)Σ>

(z, x)− Σ<
(x, z)G>

(z, x)
� (16)

where G<,>
, Σ<,>

are Green’s functions and self-energies, respectively, in the closed time path

formalism (see e.g. Ref. [6] for details). We consider the case of gaugino-higgsino sources, and

compute the quantities S �H0,± in the Higgs vev-insertion approximation, which we describe in more

detail below.

A. The VEV-Insertion Approximation

The CP-violating interactions we consider involve the scattering of higgsinos and gauginos with

the spacetime-dependent Higgs vevs in the bubble wall. In what follows we parallel the derivations

for the corresponding quantities in the MSSM found in Ref. [6]. We will assume that the necessary

CP-violating phase φ is that of the wino soft SUSY-breaking mass M2 (in fact, the relevant phase

is the relative phase between M1,2 and µ, however as discussed previously we take µ, M1 to be

real to avoid spontaneous CP-violation large effects on the computation of the relic density). The

part of the NMSSM Lagrangian giving rise to the relevant CP-violating interactions is then given

in terms of four-component spinors by

Lint ⊃ − g2√
2
Ψ̄ �H0

�
vd(x)PL + eiφvu(x)PR

�
Ψ�W 0 − g2Ψ̄ �H+

�
vd(x)PL + eiφvu(x)PR

�
Ψ�W+ + h.c. (17)

where PL,R are the usual projection operators.

The spinors Ψ �H0,± satisfy Dirac equations with a spacetime-varying mass µ(x). As discussed in

Sec. III, the profile µ(x) depends on the detailed properties of the phase transition at each point in

parameter space. For simplicity, we will assume a one-step electroweak phase transition and that

the singlet vev �S� jumps quickly from 0 to s in the bubble wall so that the profile µ(x) can be

approximated by a step function profile µ(x) = Θ(x)µ. Then for x ≥ 0, the mode expansions for

the operators in the Lagrangian Eq. 17 are the same as in the MSSM case. Since, from Eq. 17,

the source S �H± only arises for x ≥ 0 (where the vevs are non-zero) and only involves propagators

evaluated for values of x ≥ 0, the resulting source from Eq. 16 is consequently the same as that of
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v(x) v(y)
x x

f2
f1f1

the MSSM in the vev-insertion approximation:

S �H±(x) =

�
d4z

�

j=A,B

�
[gj(x, z) + gj(z, x)] ReTr

�
G>

�W±(x, z)G
<

�H±(z, x)−G<

�W±(x, z)G
>

�H±(z, x)
�

j

+i [gj(x, z)− gj(z, x)] ImTr
�
G>

�W±(x, z)G
<

�H±(z, x)−G<

�W±(x, z)G
>

�H±(z, x)
�

j

�

(18)

where the sum over A, B is over contributions arising from momentum and mass terms in the

spectral function, respectively, and where

gA(x, y) ≡
g22
2
[vd(x)vd(y) + vu(x)vu(y)] (19)

gB(x, y) ≡
g22
2

�
vd(x)e

−iφvu(y) + eiφvu(x)vd(y)
�
. (20)

The rest of the derivation proceeds as in the MSSM case: one performs a derivative expansion

in gA,B(x, z) around z = x. The CP-conserving sources arise from the terms in Eq. 18 symmetric

under the interchange of x ↔ z and so appear at zeroth order in this expansion, while the CP-

violating sources arise at first order. In particular, performing the integration for the CP-violating

contribution yields

S /CP
�H± =

g22
π2

v(x)2β̇(x)M2µ sinφ

� ∞

0

dkk2

ω �Hω�W
Im

�
nF (E�W )− nF (E∗

�H
)

(E�W − E∗
�H
)2

−
nF (E�W ) + nF (E �H)

(E�W + E �H)2

�

(21)

where ω2
�H,�W

≡ |k|2 + M2
�H,�W

(the masses here include thermal contributions, δ �H,�W ), E �H,�W ≡

ω �H,�W−iΓ �H,�W (here the Γ �H,�W are the thermal widths of the higgsinos and winos in the plasma), and

nF is the Fermi distribution function. The corresponding expressions for the CP-conserving (and

neutral higgsino CP-violating) sources can be found in Ref. [6] with the appropriate replacements.

The CP-violating source in Eq. 21 exhibits several important properties. The first term of the

integrand in Eq. 21 is resonant for M2 ∼ µ as can illustrated by rewriting the denominator as

E�W − E∗
�H =

�
|k|2 + µ2 + δ2�H −

�
|k|2 + (µ+∆)2 + δ2�W

− i(Γ�W + Γ �H). (22)

Thus for a given choice of µ the parameter ∆ determines the strength of the resonance, and hence

the resulting baryon asymmetry. Note also that the Fermi distribution functions in the numerator

result in a suppression of the baryon asymmetry for masses much larger than the electroweak

phase transition temperature which we take to be T = 140 GeV; this is somewhat higher than

the canonical value often assumed in the MSSM, since additional field content tends to raise the

pressure and hence the transition temperature.
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- Compute source using vev-insertion scheme (see e.g. Lee et. al., 0412354, Michael Ramsey-Musolf’s talk): 

Resonant for degenerate masses  

+ bino terms 

-Assuming sfermions heavy, EDM from 2-
loop Barr-Zee diagrams  

-EDM depends on same couplings and 
masses as CPV sources, so powerful 
probe for EWB 

Thermal suppression for masses much above 100 GeV 

Higgsino-Gaugino Sources 
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-Lightest neutralino can be viable DM candidate  consider Higgsino-gaugino EWB 
parameter space with a “well-tempered” neutralino (determines µ for given M1,2)   

-Assume only light gauginos/Higgsinos and possibly RH stop with other sfermions 
heavy  

-Solve set of  quantum Boltzmann equations for LH charge density; SU(2) sphalerons  
convert LH density to B+L density 

-Impose EDM constraints from CPV phase                              .  Largest contribution  
to e-EDM from 2-loop Barr-Zee diagrams. Current limit (YbF): 

-Impose bounds from dark matter direct- and indirect-detection 

V. ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENTS

The general MSSM contains 40 CP-violating phases in addition to the single CP-violating

phase in the standard model CKM matrix. These generally give rise to EDMs and chromo-

EDMs in elementary fermions, nucleons, and neutral atoms. The current non-observation

of any such EDMs puts stringent constraints on beyond-the-standard-model physics (for a

recent study of constraints on CP-violating phases from EDM searches see e.g. Ref. [53]).

In our model, all relevant one-loop single-particle EDMs are suppressed by the large

masses of the first and second-generation sfermions. Since we consider only CP-violation in

the phases of M1 and M2 (or, equivalently, in µ)6, there are no contributions to chromo-

EDMs. Instead, the dominant contributions come from two-loop Barr–Zee-like diagrams [54]

involving chargino-neutralino loops. The electron-EDM provides the most stringent con-

straint on our model, with an experimental bound of |de| < 1.05× 10−27e-cm (coming from

experiments on the YbF molecule) [55]. The current constraint from the neutron-EDM is

also quite strong (|dn| < 2.9× 10−26e-cm) [56], but tends to be about 30% weaker than the

electron constraint relative to our model’s predictions. On-going experiments may improve

the sensitivity to the electron EDM by up to two orders of magnitude (see, e.g., Ref. [57]),

which has the potential to constrain almost the entire parameter space for baryogenesis in

an accidental SUSY model. A non-null observation at that sensitivity level could also point

to new physics consistent with this model.

We use the expressions in Ref. [58] to calculate the electron and neutron EDMs in our

model, along with the FeynHiggs package [59] to calculate the Higgs mass and mixing angles

including the full effects of CP violating phases. Fig. 4 shows curves of constant electron-

EDM along the M1–M2 plane with maximal CP-violating phases, φM1 = φM2 = π/2. At

each point, the value of µ is taken from Fig. 1 to provide the correct dark matter relic

abundance. The experimental bounds on both electron and neutron-EDMs rule out the

entire plotted parameter space for maximally CP-violating phases. Of course, smaller CP-

phases are viable: the appropriate size of the CP violating phase depends on the requirement

of matching the observed BAU, as calculated, for φM1 = φM2 = π/2, in Fig. 2. We postpone

6
Technically, the physical CP-violating phases correspond here to φM1,2 ≡ Arg(µM1,2b∗), with b the soft

SUSY-breaking Higgs mass parameter.

21

Higgsino-Gaugino Sources 
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de < 1.05× 10−27e · cm

(JK, Profumo, and Wainwright, 1208.5166) 



-Putting it all together: 
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FIG. 9. A summary plot for the parameter space of accidental supersymmetry compatible with

successful electroweak baryogenesis, constraints from EDMs and dark matter searches. The green

regions correspond to regions that produce 100% of the BAU and that are compatible with EDM

searches; within the light blue regions, CP-violating phases compatible with EDM constraints yield

a BAU greater or equal to 10% of the observed value. We shade in gray the portion of parameter

space ruled out by direct dark matter searches with Xenon100 [60], and as in all other plots we set

mA = 500 GeV in the left panel and 1000 GeV in the right panel.

• the heavy Higgs sector must be below 1 TeV (no viable parameter space is open for

mA
>∼ 1 TeV, see the right panel of Fig. 9 and 10) and lies within approximately 20-25%

of twice the lightest neutralino mass (to comply with direct detection constraints)

Fig. 9 shows the allowed parameter space that is consistent with the observed dark

matter relic abundance, electroweak baryogenesis, EDM constraints, and dark matter direct

detection constraints, ignoring the contribution of non-resonant sources. As in all other plots,

at each point on the M1–M2 plane, µ is set to give the correct dark matter abundance. The

phases φM1 = φM2 are set to the maximal value compatible with EDM searches. The green

central region is consistent with all of the baryon asymmetry coming from the electroweak

phase transition, whereas in the larger blue regions electroweak baryogenesis would only

account for a fraction of the asymmetry, at least 10%, unless a correction of order unity is

29

-Narrow range of  parameter space, but 
there are still MSSM regions that can 
account for both the BAU through Higgsino-
gaugino sources and a viable neutralino 
DM candidate 

-EDM and dark matter constraints are 
complementary, making very specific 
predictions independent of  the EWPT 

-Modest improvements in direct detection 
and EDM measurements should probe all 
available parameter space*.  E.g. sensitivity 
of  ACME experiment by the end of  this 
year expected to reach an order of  
magnitude smaller EDMs than the current 
limit. 

*Several caveats (sign of  µ, strange quark content of  proton, etc.).  Of  course relaxing the relic density 
requirement opens up more parameter space, but still highly constrained (see e.g. Cirigliano et. al 0910.4589) 

Higgsino-Gaugino Sources 
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-Another possibility: sfermionic CP-violating sources 

-Compute CPV source for transport equations in vev-insertion scheme for stops, 
sbottoms, and staus 

charge densities when (s)particles scatter o! of the EWPT bubble wall. In the present

study we concern ourselves with scalar sources associated with third-generation (s)quarks

and (s)leptons, as their Yukawa couplings are much larger than those of their first- and

second-generation counterparts. In addition, we focus on the large tan! regime, where third-

generation down-type Yukawa couplings become comparable to the top Yukawa coupling,

and therefore relevant in scattering o! of Higgs fields. The relevant part of the MSSM

Lagrangian describing the associated CP-violating interactions in the gauge eigenstate basis

reads:

L ! ytt̃Lt̃
!
R(AtH

0
u " µ!H0!

d ) + ybb̃Lb̃
!
R(AbH

0
d " µ!H0!

u ) (1)

+ y! "̃L"̃
!
R(A!H

0
d " µ!H0!

u )" bH0
uH

0
d + h.c.,

where CP-violating phases can arise between the various triscalar couplings Af , µ, and

the Higgs soft mass parameter b. We henceforth denote this phase for species f as #f #

Arg(µAfb!). Without loss of generality, we will assume b to be real so that #f = Arg(µAf)

in what follows.

In addition to the CP-violating sources, there are several CP-conserving processes arising

from Eq. (1) that a!ect particle number ni for the relevant species in the MSSM. There are

relaxation terms associated with chirality-changing particle scattering o! of the Higgs vevs,

with corresponding thermally-averaged rates "M
i . There are triscalar and supersymmetric

Yukawa interactions given by Eq. (1) without replacing H0
u,d by their vevs; as discussed

below, the assumption of supergauge equilibrium allows us to combine the rates for both

types of processes which we write as "yi. For the squarks, there are also SU(3) sphalerons,

with rate "ss, that produce 1st- and 2nd-generation squarks from a 3rd-generation density

and vice-versa. Finally, weak sphalerons ultimately convert the left-handed particle density

nL to a net baryon asymmetry with rate "ws. A complete set of expressions for these various

sources can be found in Refs. [23, 32], to which we refer the Reader for additional details of

the calculation.

We follow Refs. [21–25, 32] and work in the Higgs vev-insertion approximation, in which

it is assumed that the sources in the bubble wall are strongest near the unbroken phase

and where one uses a basis of SU(2) gauge eigenstates, expanding about flavor-diagonal

states in the bubble wall. This approximation tends to overestimate the resulting baryon

asymmetry and clearly breaks down farther inside the wall where flavor mixing cannot be

6

SCPV
t̃ (x) =

NCy2t
2π2

Im(µAt)v
2(x)β̇(x)

� ∞

0

dkk2

ωRωL
Im

�
nB(E∗

R)− nB(EL)
(EL − E∗

R)
2

+
nB(ER) + nB(EL)

(EL + ER)2

�

f̃R f̃R

f̃L

v(x) v(y)
x x

Note:Chromo-EDM contribution present for squarks 

Scalar Sources 
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Scalar Sources 

-Stop sources: compute baryon asymmetry over stop mass plane  
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FIG. 2. Regions of the stop soft supersymmetry breaking mass parameter space consistent with the

observed value of the baryon asymmetry resulting from stop sources for µ = 1000 GeV, |At| = 250

GeV (Left) and |At| = 100 GeV (Right). Regions shaded blue (green) correspond to YB ! YObs

with YB < 0 (YB > 0) for maximal CP-violating phase. The dotted blue contour on the left marks

the region that would be consistent with stop-sourced EWB if the vev-insertion approximation had

underestimated YB by a factor of 10 (we omit this curve in subsequent plots). On the left we also

show, by the darker shaded regions, the parameter space compatible with 10" the observed BAU,

i.e. the allowed regions if the vev-insertion approximation overestimated YB by a factor of 10.

Black shaded regions are excluded by stop mass direct searches; regions to the left of the thick red

line are excluded by LEP Higgs mass bounds in both cases. Current constraints on the electron,

neutron, and 199Hg EDMs are represented by the black dashed-dot, dashed, and dashed-double-dot

lines, respectively, with regions to the left of each line ruled out by null results; the projected future

reaches for de, dn, and dHg measurements are shown in magenta (where applicable). In both cases

here, both the de and dn future sensitivities lie above the plane shown. For the |At| = 250 GeV

case, the Mercury EDM future sensitivity also lies above the plane shown.

the phase !t is not experimentally constrained, either region can lead to the appropriate

overall sign for the baryon asymmetry through an appropriate choice of !t.
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-CEDMs dominate; strongest constraints 
from neutron and 199 Hg:  

-Considerable uncertainty due to strong 
dynamics  

Nuclear Schiff  moment πNN vertices	


Atomic physics 

-Also uncertainties in computation of  BAU (vev-insertion tends to overestimate the 
asymmetry)  

for generality we consider this lower bound for our scenario. We calculate the physical T = 0

stop masses using FeynHiggs [41] for the choices of parameters discussed above and indicate

mt̃1 ! 96 GeV on our plots by the black shaded region. Increasing |At| leads to larger regions

of parameter space for which the lightest stop falls below the lower bound. This is because

the triscalar coupling appears in the o!-diagonal entries in the stop mass matrix and large

values reduce the value of the smaller eigenvalue.

The mass of the SM Higgs has been constrained by LEP to be mh0
> 115.5 GeV [42, 43].

We use FeynHiggs to calculate the mass of the SM-like Higgs to two-loop order and indicate

the LEP bound by a thick red line on our plots. In addition to the lower bound from

LEP, recent preliminary results from both ATLAS and CMS experiments have indicated the

possibility of a SM-like Higgs with mh0
" 125 GeV [44]. However, for light stops and small

|At|, the corrections tomh0
arising from diagrams with stop loops typically needed to increase

the mass of the SM-like Higgs in the MSSM are suppressed, and we find no parameter space

consistent with mh0
= 125 GeV. For larger |At|, the stop loop corrections can be enhanced

and the Higgs mass can be pushed up to mh0
" 120 GeV (which we indicate on the plot

corresponding to |At| = 1000 GeV, µ = 1000 GeV with a red dotted line), however we

find that mh0
= 125 GeV is di"cult to obtain for our choices of parameters. We note that

additional field content, such as the inclusion of a gauge singlet in the superpotential in

e.g. the NMSSM, which may be required to provide a strongly first order phase transition

in these scenarios, can result in large contributions to mh0
, even at tree level. Thus, our

Higgs mass contours should not be taken as strict exclusions, but as illustrating the tension

encountered in the MSSM between light third generation scalars and a heavy SM-like Higgs.

C. EDM Constraints

CP-odd couplings in the MSSM will generally give rise to electric dipole moments (EDMs)

of elementary fermions, nucleons, and neutral atoms. To date, no EDM has been experi-

mentally observed, with the most stringent limits having been obtained on the EDM of the

neutral Mercury atom [34] (|dHg| < 3 # 10!29e cm), electron (via the YbF molecule) [45]

(|de| < 1.05 # 10!27e cm), and neutron [46] (|dn| < 2.9 # 10!26e cm). The non-observation

of these EDMs places powerful constraints upon the strength of the CP-odd sources used

in EWB (for a discussion of the constraints relevant to Higgsino-Bino-Wino driven MSSM
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C. EDM Constraints

CP-odd couplings in the MSSM will generally give rise to electric dipole moments (EDMs)

of elementary fermions, nucleons, and neutral atoms. To date, no EDM has been experi-

mentally observed, with the most stringent limits having been obtained on the EDM of the

neutral Mercury atom [34] (|dHg| < 3 # 10!29e cm), electron (via the YbF molecule) [45]

(|de| < 1.05 # 10!27e cm), and neutron [46] (|dn| < 2.9 # 10!26e cm). The non-observation

of these EDMs places powerful constraints upon the strength of the CP-odd sources used

in EWB (for a discussion of the constraints relevant to Higgsino-Bino-Wino driven MSSM
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Scalar Sources 

-Stop sources:  
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FIG. 2. Regions of the stop soft supersymmetry breaking mass parameter space consistent with the

observed value of the baryon asymmetry resulting from stop sources for µ = 1000 GeV, |At| = 250

GeV (Left) and |At| = 100 GeV (Right). Regions shaded blue (green) correspond to YB ! YObs

with YB < 0 (YB > 0) for maximal CP-violating phase. The dotted blue contour on the left marks

the region that would be consistent with stop-sourced EWB if the vev-insertion approximation had

underestimated YB by a factor of 10 (we omit this curve in subsequent plots). On the left we also

show, by the darker shaded regions, the parameter space compatible with 10" the observed BAU,

i.e. the allowed regions if the vev-insertion approximation overestimated YB by a factor of 10.

Black shaded regions are excluded by stop mass direct searches; regions to the left of the thick red

line are excluded by LEP Higgs mass bounds in both cases. Current constraints on the electron,

neutron, and 199Hg EDMs are represented by the black dashed-dot, dashed, and dashed-double-dot

lines, respectively, with regions to the left of each line ruled out by null results; the projected future

reaches for de, dn, and dHg measurements are shown in magenta (where applicable). In both cases

here, both the de and dn future sensitivities lie above the plane shown. For the |At| = 250 GeV

case, the Mercury EDM future sensitivity also lies above the plane shown.

the phase !t is not experimentally constrained, either region can lead to the appropriate

overall sign for the baryon asymmetry through an appropriate choice of !t.

16

-Even with an order of  magnitude 
uncertainty in the EDMs and an order of  
magnitude larger BAU, stop sources still 
solidly ruled out by EDM constraints alone 

-Also disfavored by 125 GeV Higgs:  
EDMs ~ |µ|,|At| and Boltzmann 
suppressed for heavy stops 

-Direct searches for stops constrain the 
low-mass regions already excluded by 
EDMs 

-Sbottoms also ruled out by EDMs 
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Scalar Sources 

-What about staus?  For sizable tanβ, yτ enhanced  

•   No CEDM contributions; strongest 
 constraints from e-EDM 

•      Freedom in stop sector for Higgs mass 
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FIG. 8. As in Figs. 2-3, but for stau sources. For the |A! | = 250 GeV case, the expected reach of

future de measurements will probe all of the parameter space shown. For the |A! | = 100 GeV case,

neutron and Mercury EDM bounds fall beneath the black shaded region. In both cases the expected

reach of future dHg measurements is nearly degenerate with the current bound from measurements

of de and is not shown.

!! ; regions of the stau mass parameter space compatible with successful EWB are shaded

blue. The resulting baryon asymmetry is strongly peaked near the resonance. This is because

the thermal widths of the staus in the plasma, which enter into EL,R in the denominator of

SCPV
!̃ , are much smaller than those for the squarks, !Q,T ! 0.5T , !L,R ! 0.003T [32]. As

a result, successful stau-sourced EWB requires nearly degenerate "̃L, "̃R; from Figs. 8-9 we

find
!

!ML̃3
"MẼ3

!

! <# 100 GeV to produce the observed value of YB for sin !! = 1.

The results shown in Figs. 8-9 demonstrate that the resonance supplied by the small

thermal widths of the staus present in the denominator of Eq. 23 can overcome the suppres-

sion e"ect of the resonant relaxation rate !m! . This can be understood by noting that the

overall baryon asymmetry scales with [21] # SCPV
!̃ /

$
!m! so although both the source and

relaxation rates are resonantly enhanced by the small widths, the asymmetry will tend to

increase with decreasing widths. Also, the strong resonance in the denominator of SCPV
!̃ can

28

on the shown parameter space is di!erent from that of BAU isolevel curves). Consequently,

taking sbottom mass, Higgs mass, and EDM constraints into account, we find no regions

of the sbottom mass parameter space consistent with the observed value of YB: as for stop

sources, current EDM constraints imply that sbottom sources alone cannot explain the BAU

in the context of SUSY EWB.

B. Staus

Finally, we consider the case where the observed baryon asymmetry may have arisen

primarily from CP-violation in the stau sector of the MSSM. For large values of tan !, y!

can become enhanced as per Eq. (20). From the Lagrangian, Eq. (1), and following Ref. [21],

we can proceed in parallel to the calculation of Eq. (21) for the CP-violating stau source

SCPV
!̃ with the replacements {b̃, Ab, yb} ! {"̃ , A! , y!}, yielding

SCPV
!̃ (x) ="

y2!
2#2

Im(µA!)v
2(x)!̇(x)

#
! !

0

dkk2

$R$L
Im

"

nB(E"
R)" nB(EL)

(EL " E"
R)

2
+

nB(ER) + nB(EL)
(EL + ER)2

# (23)

and with the appropriate replacements in the definitions of Eq. (15) for the LH and RH

staus. The relevant CP-violating phase is now %! = Arg(µA!b"). The source Eq. (23) enters

the full set of QBEs, since for large tan ! all third-generation Yukawa rates should be taken

into account. The left-handed fermionic charge density is given by

nL = Q + 2Q1 +
kl
kL

L (24)

where kl is the fermionic contribution to kL. Note that unlike for quarks, only the third

generation LH density L contributes to nL since there is no generational mixing for leptons

and we have neglected the first- and second- generation leptonic Yukawa couplings. We have

verified that the staus and taus are in superequilibrium everywhere except in kinematically

disallowed regions, so we proceeded as before, assuming µ!̃L,R
= µ!L,R

in computing YB.

For the spectrum we again proceed in parallel to the analysis outlined in Sec. IIIA

with the appropriate replacements for the staus, again assuming a strongly first-order phase

transition, either from the light stop scenario or some other mechanism (in calculating the

BAU and constraints we assume a heavy RH stop). The resulting slepton-sourced baryon

asymmetry is shown in Figs. 8-9 for various values of |A! |, µ and maximal CP-violating phase

27
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Scalar Sources 

-What about staus?  For sizable tanβ, yτ enhanced  

•   No CEDM contributions; strongest 
 constraints from e-EDM 

•      Freedom in stop sector for Higgs mass 

-Nearly degenerate staus may be able to 
 account for the observed baryon asymmetry  
and satisfy current EDM and collider constraints 

-Caveats: narrow resonance (no SU(3) interactions  smaller widths), uncertainties 

-Next generation of  EDM experiments should probe all parameter space (see e.g. 
1205.2671 for discussion of  expected sensitivities) 
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FIG. 8. As in Figs. 2-3, but for stau sources. For the |A! | = 250 GeV case, the expected reach of

future de measurements will probe all of the parameter space shown. For the |A! | = 100 GeV case,

neutron and Mercury EDM bounds fall beneath the black shaded region. In both cases the expected

reach of future dHg measurements is nearly degenerate with the current bound from measurements

of de and is not shown.

!! ; regions of the stau mass parameter space compatible with successful EWB are shaded

blue. The resulting baryon asymmetry is strongly peaked near the resonance. This is because

the thermal widths of the staus in the plasma, which enter into EL,R in the denominator of

SCPV
!̃ , are much smaller than those for the squarks, !Q,T ! 0.5T , !L,R ! 0.003T [32]. As

a result, successful stau-sourced EWB requires nearly degenerate "̃L, "̃R; from Figs. 8-9 we

find
!

!ML̃3
"MẼ3

!

! <# 100 GeV to produce the observed value of YB for sin !! = 1.

The results shown in Figs. 8-9 demonstrate that the resonance supplied by the small

thermal widths of the staus present in the denominator of Eq. 23 can overcome the suppres-

sion e"ect of the resonant relaxation rate !m! . This can be understood by noting that the

overall baryon asymmetry scales with [21] # SCPV
!̃ /

$
!m! so although both the source and

relaxation rates are resonantly enhanced by the small widths, the asymmetry will tend to

increase with decreasing widths. Also, the strong resonance in the denominator of SCPV
!̃ can
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on the shown parameter space is di!erent from that of BAU isolevel curves). Consequently,

taking sbottom mass, Higgs mass, and EDM constraints into account, we find no regions

of the sbottom mass parameter space consistent with the observed value of YB: as for stop

sources, current EDM constraints imply that sbottom sources alone cannot explain the BAU

in the context of SUSY EWB.

B. Staus

Finally, we consider the case where the observed baryon asymmetry may have arisen

primarily from CP-violation in the stau sector of the MSSM. For large values of tan !, y!

can become enhanced as per Eq. (20). From the Lagrangian, Eq. (1), and following Ref. [21],

we can proceed in parallel to the calculation of Eq. (21) for the CP-violating stau source

SCPV
!̃ with the replacements {b̃, Ab, yb} ! {"̃ , A! , y!}, yielding

SCPV
!̃ (x) ="

y2!
2#2

Im(µA!)v
2(x)!̇(x)

#
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Im

"
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# (23)

and with the appropriate replacements in the definitions of Eq. (15) for the LH and RH

staus. The relevant CP-violating phase is now %! = Arg(µA!b"). The source Eq. (23) enters

the full set of QBEs, since for large tan ! all third-generation Yukawa rates should be taken

into account. The left-handed fermionic charge density is given by

nL = Q + 2Q1 +
kl
kL

L (24)

where kl is the fermionic contribution to kL. Note that unlike for quarks, only the third

generation LH density L contributes to nL since there is no generational mixing for leptons

and we have neglected the first- and second- generation leptonic Yukawa couplings. We have

verified that the staus and taus are in superequilibrium everywhere except in kinematically

disallowed regions, so we proceeded as before, assuming µ!̃L,R
= µ!L,R

in computing YB.

For the spectrum we again proceed in parallel to the analysis outlined in Sec. IIIA

with the appropriate replacements for the staus, again assuming a strongly first-order phase

transition, either from the light stop scenario or some other mechanism (in calculating the

BAU and constraints we assume a heavy RH stop). The resulting slepton-sourced baryon

asymmetry is shown in Figs. 8-9 for various values of |A! |, µ and maximal CP-violating phase
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Summary and Outlook 

•  CP-violating sources for MSSM electroweak baryogenesis are currently 
being tested on the intensity, energy, and cosmic fronts. 

•  Complementarity of  dark matter and EDM constraints can be important 
for studying Higgsino-gaugino sources in the MSSM.  E.g. Direct detection 
+ e-EDM search results leave a small window for EWB with viable DM 

•  EDMs of  neutral atoms and nucleons are very powerful probes for squark-
sourced MSSM EWB.  The CEDM contribution to the 199 Hg and neutron 
electric dipole moments comfortably rule out stop and sbottom sources 

•  Stau sources are still potentially viable.  Require large tanβ and nearly 
degenerate soft SUSY-breaking masses.  Will be tested by forthcoming 
results from e-EDM searches (this year?) 

•  Further work is required to reduce theoretical uncertainties in the 
computation of  baryon asymmetry and nucleon/atomic EDMs to 
conclusively confirm or rule out MSSM EWB 
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